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Big Gun – The Canon 
Readings: Isaiah 40:6-11; Acts 2:42-47, Mark 4:1-19 

 
It is a remarkable thing that we can speak.   
I once visited a very sick lady in hospital who was unable to speak.  I could see 

that she had something she wanted to say, but there was just no way for her to say it.  It 
was so frustrating, she wanted to speak, I wanted to listen, but we simply couldn’t 
communicate. 

I made me reflect on the wonder that speech is, that we can communicate at all.  
As we speak to each other we share of ourselves and get to know one another.  To be 
able to speak is a breathtaking privilege. 

But even more amazing than this is that our God speaks to us.  This is perhaps 
nowhere better captured than in the first verses of Hebrews “In the past God spoke to 
our forefathers through the prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last 
days he has spoken to us by his Son” (1:1-2) 

This verse tells us clearly that God has spoken, but in two different ways, an old 
way and a new way, but in both cases in history through human beings.  We call the first 
the Old Testament focused on the prophets such as Moses, Samuel, Isaiah, and the 
later the New Testament centred on Jesus Christ and the witness to him by his 
disciples.   These records were gathered together in not the Biblia (the books) but the 
Bible (the Book).  This is God’s one book through which he speaks. 

But if God spoke through humans in history how was it decided which books 
should be what we call the Bible?  How did the Church decide what was is known as the 
Canon of Scripture?  Which books were in and which books were out?  That is what we 
will consider today, but we will also have to wonder, if this is the way that God speaks 
are we listening? 

THE CANON 

The books that make up the Bible are known as the Canon.  It comes from a 
Greek word that means “measuring rod” or “ruler”, that which is used to determine what 
is straight, and so it came to describe the list of books which were the standard or rule of 
the church.  We can see what the canon is for the Anglican Church in Article 6 of the 39 
Articles.   

 
Article VI 
Of the Sufficiency of the holy Scriptures for salvation 
Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation: so that whatsoever is not read therein, nor may 
be proved thereby, is not to be required of any man, that it should be believed as an article of the Faith, or 
be thought requisite or necessary to salvation. In the name of the holy Scripture, we do understand those 
Canonical books of the Old and New Testament, of whose authority was never any doubt in the Church. 
Of the Names and Number of the Canonical Books 
Genesis 
Exodus 
Leviticus 
Numbers 
Deuteronomy 
Joshua 
Judges 
Ruth 
The First Book of Samuel 
The Second Book of Samuel 
The First Book of Kings 
The Second Book of Kings 

The First Book of Chronicles 
The Second Book of Chronicles 
The First Book of Esdras 
The Second Book of Esdras 
The Book of Esther 
The Book of Job 
The Psalms 
The Proverbs 
Ecclesiastes or Preacher 
Cantica, or Songs of Solomon 
Four Prophets the greater 
Twelve Prophets the less 
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And the other Books (as Hierome saith) the Church doth read for example of life and instruction of 
manners; but yet doth it not apply them to establish any doctrine; such are these following: 
The Third Book of Esdras 
The Fourth Book of Esdras 
The Book of Tobias 
The Book of Judith 
The rest of the Book of Esther 
The Book of Wisdom 
Jesus the Son of Sirach 

Baruch the Prophet 
The Song of the Three Children 
The Story of Susanna 
Of Bel and the Dragon 
The Prayer of Manasses 
The First Book of Maccabees 
The Second Book of Maccabees 

 
All the Books of the New Testament, as they are commonly received, we do receive, and account them 
Canonical. 

 
The Article is clear that all that is needed for salvation is found in Scripture and if 

it isn’t found in there then we do not have to believe it, it is clearly the rule of faith.  In 
matters of faith the Canon is the big gun, the ultimate dispute resolver.  Then the Old 
Testament books are given in detail, including a list of those which should be excluded, 
with a summary statement about the New Testament. 

The fact that the article spends more time on the Old Testament than the New 
indicates that at the time of the Reformation there was a great deal of debate about the 
extent of the Old Testament Canon, but these days it is the New Testament which 
receives the attention. 

THE OLD TESTAMENT CANON 

Writings contained in the Hebrew Scriptures clearly understood that they were 
divine revelation.  Deuteronomy can speak of its commands as part of “every word that 
comes from the mouth of the God.”  The prophets confidently said “thus says the Lord”.   

When the Church started it took the Hebrew Scriptures as its own, recognising 
their divine origin.  Peter can say that “men spoke from God as they were carried along 
by the Holy Spirit” (2Peter 1:21) and Paul, speaking about the Old Testament “that all 
Scripture is God breathed” (2Timothy 3:16). 

In so doing they were doing nothing less than following in the steps of their 
master.  Jesus clearly saw the Hebrew Scriptures as the means by which God spoke 
and continued to speak to his people.  Jesus also said that not one jot or tittle, that is the 
smallest part, would pass away. 

The Septuagint (LXX) and the Apocrypha 
The problem over the extent of the Old Testament comes from when the Hebrew 

Scriptures were translated into in Greek in the 3rd or 2nd Century BC probably in 
Alexandria in Egypt.  This translation is usually known as the Septuagint or LXX both 
meaning 70 after a tradition that the translation was done by around 70 scholars.  This 
translation not only included all the books of the Old Testament as we have it but also 
added some other works from that era. 

As most members of the early Church were Greek speakers the LXX was their 
Bible so some accepted these newer works as Scripture.  But many, such as Jerome 
(Hierome in the article), the first great Bible translator of the 4th Century, recognised that 
these works were newer, that the New Testament never refers to them, and that the 
Jews in general did not receive them as scripture so neither should we. 

At the Reformation in the 16th Century the Roman Church argued that these extra 
books should be part of the Bible, whilst Protestants argued that they should be 
removed.  These books have become known as the Apocrypha, or hidden ones, and is 
why Catholic Bibles are a little fatter than Protestant ones. 

The Article takes the classic Anglican middle path by making it clear that they are 
not part of Scripture, and no point of doctrine is to be based on them (the reason that the 
Roman Church wanted to have them) but are edifying.   Certainly some of them are a 
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great read, especially Bel and the Dragon which is a wonderfully comic attack on 
idolatry. 

THE NEW TESTAMENT CANON 

Whilst Article 6 can speak of books of the New Testament as they are commonly 
received, it did take quite some time for the extent of the New Testament to be agreed 
upon.  As the book of Hebrews recognised, in Jesus God had spoken in a new and 
dramatically clearer way.  Jesus could say that if people had seen him they had seen 
the Father, here was the full and final revelation of God, in Jesus God spoke most 
clearly. 

It is no surprise then that as the witnesses of Jesus’ life began to die that records 
were kept of not only what Jesus had said, which was so important, but also of what 
Jesus had done, for all that Jesus said and did was the Word of the Lord.  So we have 
Mark, which appears to have come from Rome as a record of what Peter habitually 
taught, Matthew which has much of the teaching of Jesus, Luke, the companion of Paul 
who wrote a two volume work, on Jesus then on the history of the early church, and 
finally John, from Jesus’ close companion.  The four seem to have early been brought 
together, with Acts coming after. 

At the same time letters were written, particularly by Paul, to various churches, 
and it seems that the 10 general letters of Paul were soon gathered together and were 
being used in the churches and were seen as Scripture, a move recognised in 2Peter 
3:16. (3 Pastoral epistles written to individuals, Timothy and Titus were recognised later) 

By the early 2nd Century we are well on the way to having what we know as the 
New Testament. 

Challenges 
This process was given a number of significant pushes.  Firstly we have the 

heretic, Marcion, who in the mid second century decided that he didn’t like the Old 
Testament God and so rejected the Old Testament and any part of the Christian writings 
which sounded like or heavily relied on the Old Testament which left him with Luke, the 
expurgated version, with the first 2 chapters removed, and 10 letters of Paul, again 
expurgated and nothing else. 

On the other hand there was a Pentecostal movement known as Montanism 
which claimed they spoke with the authority of the Spirit which meant that they could 
push the message of Jesus and the apostles into the background. 

As the foundational documents of the church were under attack church leaders 
needed their big gun, the canon, so they started to print lists of the authorised books, 
and there is a remarkable level of consistency between them.  They all contain the 4 
Gospels, Acts  and the 13 Letters of Paul, that is 18 of the 27 books and over 80% of the 
length.  1Peter and1John were generally recognised but there was extended debate 
about Hebrews, James, 2Peter, 2&3 John, Jude and Revelation.  There were also a 
couple of early Christian books, the Shepherd of Hermas and the Didache (or teaching 
of the 12 Apostles) which were included in some lists. 

Establishing the books was not just of scholarly interest.  Under persecution 
Christians were forced to hand over the Scriptures and to do so was considered to have 
abandoned the faith.  In such circumstances it was vitally important that believers knew 
what their holy books were, and so the lists became well known. 

After Constantine became the emperor he commissioned 50 Bibles for the 
churches of Constantinople and although these are all now lost as far as it is possible to 
tell these were basically the same as our Bibles today. 

The definitive moment perhaps comes in a letter from Athanasius at Easter in 367 
where the New Testament as we know it is given.  A clear distinction is made between 
those books which are canonical, those which can be read for edification such as 
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Shepherd and Didache, and those which should be rejected outright.  This list was fully 
recognised at the Synod of Hippo 393 and Council of Carthage in 397 

Other Gospels? 
Having an understanding of the process by which the New Testament Canon 

came about helps us to counter some criticisms that are levelled against the church, 
especially that the church made up the Bible in the fourth century choosing the books it 
wanted out of a wide range of possible books.  This is historically impossible, not to 
mention implausible.  The earliest Christians, the Apologists and Church Fathers in 
general only quoted from books we have in our New Testament and bogus books were 
quickly spotted and condemned. 

If we are to focus on the Gospels for a moment many will know that there are 
other gospels around, such as the Gospel of Peter, Philip, Thomas, Mary and Judas.  
These are historically interesting documents but are clearly not from the first century and 
a great way to let people see what they are like is to get people to read them.  So for 
instance in The Infancy Narrative of Thomas Jesus as a child does tricks with water and 
clay making model birds that then spring to life, calls another child a dunderhead for 
mucking up his work and causes him to wither.  Another child who knocks into Jesus 
drops dead at his command, and those who criticise this action become instantly blind. 

This is not the word of the Lord, thanks be to God. 
The character of these so called gospels is qualitatively different from the 

Gospels and they are usually clearly from the 2nd or 3rd Centuries and ascribed to an 
apostolic figure to give it some credence.  But this was never given.  As early as 165 
Tatian could produce a life of Jesus he called the Diatessaron, a harmony of four, which 
came from putting together sections from Matthew, Mark, Luke and John and only those 
four, as the name would suggest.  The Church never accepted any other gospel. 

Apostolic 
So in one sense, while the Canon is a product of the church it did not create the 

canon or give authority to a certain list of books.  Rather the Church recognized the 
authority that certain books already had, it simply documented what was already clear. 

The Gospels, along with the letters and the book of Revelation were believed to 
have come from the apostles, they taught the faith which had been once for all delivered 
to the saints.  The basis on which the Canon was developed was that they were 
apostolic in this sense.  As Clement, a church elder or bishop of Rome in the late 1st 
Century said “The apostles were made evangelists to us by the Lord Christ; Jesus Christ 
was sent by God, and the apostles from Christ. … The Church is built on them as a 
foundation.” 

Self authenticating 
In this sense the New Testament is not just apostolic it is in reality self 

authenticating.  From the beginning, as we saw in our reading from Acts, as the early 
believers gathered around the apostles’ teaching and devoted themselves to it a 
community of faith, hope and love was created.  A community which not only received 
God’s word it lived it out, displayed it and brought others in. 

We see this in the well known parable of the Sower.  Where God’s Word is 
received it bears the fruit of the kingdom.  The Church simply recognized those writings 
which brought it into existence and sustained its life. 

GOD HAS SPOKEN:  ARE WE LISTENING? 

The Church then is built as it listens and receives God’s Word, for God has 
spoken to us. 

Part of the reason for wanting to call this sermon the Big Gun, is when a big gun 
goes off, it gets your attention, God speaking should likewise get our attention.  You may 
remember I started by speaking about the frustration of somebody who wanted to speak 
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but couldn’t.  The only thing I could think of that would be more frustrating would be 
speaking but people not listening.   

God has spoken, but are we listening? 
Let me ask you as you come to Church each week and hear the Bible read and 

explained do you expect God to speak to you?  They may be words of comfort or 
challenge, hurt or hope, repentance or rejoicing, but they are God’s words for the 
building up of his Church, and without it the Church withers, is led astray or becomes 
indistinguishable from the world around it. 

It is important then to recognize the responsibility that those of us who preach 
have.  In some Reformed Churches the letters VDM are put after the ministers name, 
standing for Verbi Divini Minister, Servant of the Word of God.  In the Anglican 
Ordination service the Priest is handed a Bible as a reminder of what his main task is, to 
bring God’s word to his people.  As in the past with Marcion there may be bits I would 
prefer to not touch, or with Montanists feel that we can leave behind, but that is not an 
option, I serve it, not judge it.  Loaded Canons are not things to muck around with  My 
job is to put before us the Word of God, please pray for me as I do so, and also pray that 
we are listening. 

It is tempting to say, given the title of the sermon that if we will but listen we will 
be off like a shot, the Cathedral would be booming, or that without listening we will, to 
rather mix the metaphor, both shoot ourselves in the foot whilst firing blanks.   

But what is clear from history is that where the Church has listened to God’s 
Word, has devoted itself to its teaching, there is a growing Christ like community.  
Where God’s people have been receptive, there God gives the growth. 

God has spoken, that fact should resound like a Cannon, but are we listening? 


